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Part B (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compoIn this work, a systematic study of the singular stress ﬁeld in the zone where the interface intersects the
free edge surfaces of bonded metal-composite co-cured joints, has been performed. The obtained theo-
retical, numerical and experimental results have permitted to detect the relationships between the joint
conﬁguration and the singular stress ﬁeld, as well as to implement a new design method based on the so
called generalised stress intensity factors. Such a proposed method allows the user to predict the static
strength of a generic metal-composite co-cured joint, vs. the main inﬂuence parameters as the elastic
modulus of the coupled materials, the overlap length, the taper angle, the imbalance, etc. The accuracy
of the theoretical and numerical analyses performed in the present study, as well as the reliability of
the strength predictions provided by the proposed method, have been tested by means of experimental
assessments carried out by using aluminum–GFRP and aluminum–CFRP co-cured double lap joints.
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Thanks to the high mechanical strength, as well as to the low
speciﬁc weight and the high corrosion resistance, Polimer Matrix
Composites (PMCs) are widely employed in the mechanical design
of modern high-performance lightweight structures, i.e. structures
characterized by high strength and low weight (aeronautical and
aerospace industries) or characterized by high corrosion resistance
and low cost (chemical industry, petroleum or gas industry, etc.).
Recently, thanks also to their simple and economic manufactur-
ing processes, PMCs are increasingly used in the civil engineering
ﬁeld for the repairing and for the reinforcement of structures made
by masonry or concrete.
In all these structural applications, a special attention should be
given to the design of the junctions used to assembly the various
parts of the same component, as well as to join the reinforcement
elements to the damaged structure (as in the structural reinforce-
ment) or to connect components realized by using different mate-
rials, as in the common case in which modern structural
components made by PMCs are joined to the main structure made
by traditional materials.
Although these joints can be carried out by using traditional
techniques based on rivets or bolts [1,2], if one or both the compo-
nents to be joined are made by PMC, then they are usually joined
by using an adhesively bonded joint or a so called bonded co-cured
joint (or simply co-cured joint) in which the adhesive function isll rights reserved.
so), bernardo.zuccarello@
arello B. Toward a design meth
sitesb.2012.08.024performed by the matrix of the PMC that constitutes one of the
adherents. In the last years these co-cured joints are increasingly
used for the construction of advanced structures since, in addition
to the advantages of classical adhesively bonded joints, they offer
other particular advantages and are also characterized by a simpler
manufacturing process because unlike the classical adhesively
bonded joint, the surface treatments of the composite adherent
are not necessary.
Unfortunately, nowadays the designer does not own reliable
theoretical methods for the strength prediction of such joints
and, consequently, their mechanical design is strictly related to
unavoidable and often complex experimental assessments [3–9].
In fact, the absence of a proper adhesive layer does not allows
the designer to use the classical theoretical methods [10] imple-
mented for the adhesively bonded joints.
The ﬁrst theoretical analysis of the stress singularity that char-
acterizes the zone where the interface of a bi-material joint inter-
sects the free edge, has been carried out in the 1950s by Williams
[11] that considered the simple case of two isotropic adherents;
successively, by using the Lekhnitski theory [13], Suo [12] has pro-
posed a method for the theoretical analysis of the singularity or-
ders of the stress ﬁeld in case of adherents made by orthotropic
materials. More recently, by systematic experimental analyses
Tan [14] and Zuccarello [15] have implemented experimental
methods, based on digital photoelasticity that allows the user the
experimental evaluation of the Generalised Stress Intensity Factors
(G-SIFs).
In order to implement a design method for the prediction of the
static strength of hybrid metal-composite co-cured joints, based on
G-SIFs, in the present work a systematic theoretical and numericalod for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
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has been performed.
2. Theoretical analysis
The theoretical analysis has been performed by considering
double lap joints in the general case in which both the adherents
are made by anisotropic materials. Fig. 1 shows the schematic
model of the co-cured double lap joint considered, and the relative
geometrical parameters (thickness, overlap length, taper angle).
Taking into account that in practical applications the width of
the joint is generally very large with respect to the thickness of
the adherents, the theoretical analysis has been carried out by
assuming a Plane Strain State (PSS). The solution of the elastic
problem related to such a joint, can be achieved by using the Lekh-
nitskii theory [13,16–19], based on the so called complex potential
method.
In particular, by considering a cylindrical reference system
(r,h,s) with origin coincident with the intersection between the
joint interface and the free edge (see Fig. 1b), both the stress ﬁeld
and the displacements ﬁeld in the singularity zone (close to the
origin) can be expressed by means of functions with separated
variables, that for each materials can be written as:
rijðr; #Þ ¼
X
v
Kv  rxv  f mij ð#Þ
uiðr; #Þ ¼
X
v
Kv  r1xvhmi ð#Þ ði; j ¼ r; h; sÞ
ð1Þ
In Eq. (1) the Kv coefﬁcient relative to the singular terms (i.e. to the
terms having xv > 0) are the G-SIFs, xv are the singularity orders
whereas f vij ðhÞ and hvi ðhÞ are the angular functions of the stress ﬁeld
and of the displacement ﬁeld, respectively; for their detailed
expressions see Appendix A or Ref. [20].
By imposing to the stress equations provided by the complex
potential method [13,16–19], the boundary conditions of the
examined joint, as:
(a) Nullity of both normal and tangential stresses on the free
edge surfaces (h = 0 and h =u, see Fig. 1);
(b) Equality of normal and the tangential stresses of the two
coupled materials at the joint interface (h = 180);
then the following set of equations constituted by 12 homoge-
neous equations, is obtained:
½MðxÞ  a11 a11    c12 c12ð ÞT ¼ 0 0    0 0ð ÞT ð2Þ
As it is well known, this set of equations has a solution different
from the banal one only if the matrix [M (x)] is singular, i.e. if:
Det½MðxÞ ¼ 0 ð3Þ
The solution of Eq. (3) gives the stress singularity orders xv (eigen-
values). For each eigenvalue the successive solution of Eq. (2)Fig. 1. (a) Geometry of the examined double lap co-
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and f vkj;iðhÞ from the constants a1,i, a2,i, b1,i, b2,i, c1,i, c2,i (eigenvectors).
In general Eq. (3) has one or more solutions that can be complex or
real. As it is well known from the typical eigenvalues-eigenvectors
problem, in any case each solution is deﬁned univocally, except
for an unknown constant. Therefore, to overcome such a mathemat-
ical problem, the unitary value is imposed to the angular functions
f vhh at the interface (h = 180), i.e. f vhh;1ð180Þ ¼ f vhh;2ð180Þ ¼ 1; from
these conditions it follows:
r##;iðr;180Þ ¼
X
m
Km  rxm ð4Þ
By means of the above exposed approach properly developed in
more detail by Chue et al. in [16–19], 9 different double lap
metal-composite co-cured joints have been analyzed; they are
obtained by considering all the combinations between three differ-
ent metals (steel, aluminum, titanium) and three different unidirec-
tional composites as Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic (GFRP), Aramid
Fiber Reinforced Plastic (AFRP) and Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic
(CFRP), whose elastic characteristics are reported in Table 1. In prac-
tice, such combinations permit to cover the range in which the
joints, actually used in aeronautical/aerospace and nautical ﬁeld,
fall.
The above exposed theoretical approach has shown that such
joints are in general characterized by two singularity orders in
the plane xy (in-plane singularities x1,i and x2,i, i = A, B) and one
singularity order out of plane xy (anti-plane singularity x3,i, i = A,
B) [16,21].
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the singularity orders in the points
A (Fig. 2a) and B (Fig. 2b) of an aluminum–AFRP joint, vs. the taper
angle u of the composite adherent. In particular, from Fig. 2a it is
possible to observe how in the taper angle range of practical inter-
est (90 6u 6 180), in the plane xy the singular stress ﬁeld is de-
scribed in practice by one singularity (x1,A), being x2,A  0 for
uP 90. Also, Fig. 2a shows that the in-plane and the anti-plane
singularity orders decrease when u increases; in detail, as it is ex-
pected, they tend to zero when u tends to 180.
On the contrary, Fig. 2b shows that for point B the singularity
zone is governed by two in-plane singularity orders (x1,B, x2,B)
and one anti-plane singularity order (x3,B).
Moreover, by comparing the results relative to points A and B, it
is seen that for 90 6u 6 180 the singularity orders of the point B
are always higher than those relative to the point A.
In the following sections the ‘‘out of plane’’ singularity orders
(x3,A, x3,B) will not be considered anymore because the corre-
sponding SIFs (due to the coupling between the in plane and the
out of plane stresses) are always negligible for joints between
anisotropic materials [22]; in other words, it means that for these
joints the in plane and the out of plane stress states can be consid-
ered in practice uncoupled.
In order to highlight the inﬂuence of the materials on the singu-
larity order values, Fig. 3 shows the x1,A, x1,B and x3,B singularityba
cured joint and (b) cylindrical reference system.
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Table 1
Properties of the materials considered in the theoretical and numerical analyses.
Material EL (GPa) ET, EZ (GPa) GLT (GPa) mLT
Steel 210.0 0.33
Titanium 114.0 0.33
Aluminum 72.0 0.29
CFRP 121.5 6.2 2.2 0.29
AFRP 67.1 6.1 2.2 0.37
GFRP 44.1 6.0 2.1 0.30
A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxx 3orders for different composite materials coupled with aluminum
(internal adherent, Fig. 3a), as well as for different metals coupled
with GFRP (external adherent, Fig. 3b).
From Fig. 3a, it is seen that if the metal of the internal adherent
is ﬁxed, then in the point A (attach point of the metallic adherent)
the singularity order x1A increases with the elastic modulus of the
composite materials, i.e. by passing from the GFRP to the AFRP to
the CFRP. An opposite behavior is exhibited by x2B (point B),
whereas x1B remains quite constant for any elastic modulus value
of the external adherent in the examined range.
On the contrary, from Fig. 3b it is seen that if the composite
material of the external adherents is ﬁxed, than in the point A
the singularity order increases when the elastic modulus of the
internal metallic adherent decreases, i.e. by passing from steel to
titanium to aluminum. Signiﬁcant variations of the singularity
orders occur also in the point B but only for x2B which, unlike
x1A, increases with the elastic modulus of the metallic adherent.(a)
Fig. 2. Singularity orders vs. taper angle u for aluminum–AFRP joint (a) at the attach po
a
Fig. 3. Singularity orders vs. taper angle u for (a) al
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in the present work are restricted to unidirectional composite lam-
inates, it does not constitute a limitation for the singularity order
analyses because the optimal conﬁguration (maximum strength)
of a generic angle-ply laminates to be joined by using a co-cured
joint (or a classical adhesively bonded joint) is always that in
which the interface lamina is unidirectional with the ﬁber axis
aligned with the joint axis.
3. Numerical analysis
The above reported theoretical analysis of the stress ﬁeld
around points A and B has shown that, for the values of the taper
angle of practical interest, the singular stress components are de-
scribed respectively by a monomial and a binomial relationship
[11,23], i.e.:
rijðr; #Þ ¼ K1;A  rx1  fij;1ð#Þ ðpoint AÞ ð5Þ
rijðr; #Þ ¼ K1;B  rx1  fij;1ð#Þ þ K2;B  rx2  fij;2ð#Þ ðpoint BÞ ð6Þ
Therefore, like Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), once the
singularity orders and the angular functions are computed theoret-
ically, then the corresponding in-plane G-SIFs K1A, K1B and K2B, can
be computed from the corresponding stress ﬁelds close to points A
and B, provided by numerical simulations or experimental analyses.
In order to evaluate the G-SIFs relative to the singular points A
and B, numerical simulations have been performed by using the
Boundary Element Method (BEM) and the BEASY code. In more(b)
int of the metallic adherent and (b) at the attach point of the composite adherent.
b
uminum-composite and (b) metal–GFRP joints.
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Fig. 4. Geometry of the double lap joints analyzed by using BEM.
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ent taper angles (u = 90, 112.5, 135, 157.5 – see Fig. 4), all the
joints considered in the previous theoretical study, have been sim-
ulated numerically. Taking into account the symmetry of the joint
with respect to the middle plane, each numerical model represents
only half of the joint (see Fig. 4). Moreover, the models have been
discretized by means of about 1600 quadratic elements with a pro-
gressive mesh grading close to the singular points A and B; in such
a way the smaller elements have dimensions of about 1 lm (see
Fig. 5a).
For each considered joint, after the estimation of the extension
of the Singularity Dominated Zone (SDZ), the G-SIFs have been
computed by ﬁtting the stress components provided numerically
(Beasy code) by means of functions (5) and (6). As an example,
Fig. 5b shows the distribution of the stresses rx, ry and sxy close
to the point A, for an aluminum–AFRP joint having metallic adher-
ent thickness ti = 6 mm, composite adherent thickness te = 3 mm,
overlap length l = 30 mm, taper angle u = 157.5 and remote ten-
sile stress ro = 50 MPa. Taking into account that in the SDZ the
stresses are described by the exponential function (5), in the loga-
rithm scale the extension of the SDZ corresponds with the rectilin-
ear segment of the stress curves; in fact the logarithmic expression
of Eq. (5) is a simple linear function as:
Log ½rijðr; #Þ ¼ x1Log½r þ Log½K1;A  fij;1ð#Þ ð7Þ
This expression, as well as the graphics of the Cartesian stress com-
ponents at the interface, suggests the user that the GSIF K1,A coin-
cides with the inverse logarithm of the constant that appears intoa
Fig. 5. (a) Particular of the mesh near the attach point of the metallic adherent and (b)
ro = 50 MPa.
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ber that fyy(180) = 1 at the interface).
This simple and reliable approach [24–26] has been used for the
evaluation of G-SIFs by varying the main inﬂuence parameters
[27–32] as the taper angleu, the elastic constants of the adherents,
the overlap/thickness ratio l/ti, the relative thickness of the adher-
ents ti/te.
A similar approach [15,20] based on the use of the polynomial
Eq. (6), is used in the following sections to evaluate the two G-SIFs
relative to the point B.
Finally, it is possible to observe that like LEFM, each GSIF can be
expressed [33–35] as:
Kij ¼ bijrowxij ði ¼ 1;2; j ¼ A;BÞ ð8Þ
where ro is the applied remote stress, bij are the shape functions
(called also non-dimensional G-SIFs) that are related to the geome-
try and to the loading conﬁguration, w is a characteristic dimension
of the joint, in the following assumed equal to the thickness ti of the
metallic adherent.
In the following sections all the results are reported in terms of
the non-dimensional parameters bij because such a choice permits
to represent in the same graph, results relative to different singu-
larity orders, e.g. results relative to the points A and B.
3.1. Inﬂuence of the taper angle
In order to detect the inﬂuence of the taper angle of the external
adherents on the G-SIFs, Fig. 6a shows the non-dimensional G-SIFsb
numerical results for the aluminum–AFRP joint having u = 157.5, l/ti = 5, ti/te = 2,
od for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
a b
Fig. 6. G-SIFs vs. taper angle for (a) aluminum-composite joint having ti/te = 3 and l/ti = 5, (b) metal–GFRP joint having ti/ te = 3 and l/ti = 5.
A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxx 5for aluminum-composite (GFRP, AFRP, CFRP) joints versus u, for
ti/te = 3 and l/ti = 5. It is possible to see that, like the singularity or-
ders, b1,A tends to zero when u tends to 180; also, for a ﬁxed taper
angle value, it increases with the longitudinal Young modulus of
the composite adherent, i.e. by passing from GFRP to AFRP to CFRP.
On the contrary, both b1,B and b2,B decrease when the longitudinal
Young modulus of the composite increases. These results are in
accordance with the experimental evidence as well as with the
classical theory of the adhesively bonded joints, that shows how
the most stressed zone passes from the point B to the point A,
increasing the external adherent stiffness; in other words the most
stressed zone is always that one close to the attach point of the less
stiff adherent.
In order to highlight also the effects of the internal adherent
material (metal), Fig. 6b shows the curves of non-dimensional G-
SIFs bij (i = 1, 2; j = A, B) for three different joints: aluminum–GFRP,
titanium–GFRP and steel–GFRP. From this ﬁgure it is possible to
observe how b1,A increases when the Young modulus of the metal
decreases, i.e. by passing from steel to titanium to aluminum. On
the contrary, b1,B (dominant GSIF) decreases with the metal stiff-
ness, whereas b2,B increases.
Moreover, from Fig. 6 it is seen that in the singular zone close to
point A the higher b1,A value corresponds to the non-tapered
(u = 90) aluminum–CFRP joint (that has the less stiff metallic
adherent), whereas the lower b1,A value corresponds to the steel–
GFRP joint (that has the most stiff metallic adherent); on the con-
trary, in the singular zone close to point B the higher value of b1,B
corresponds to the steel–GFRP joint (having the less stiff compositea
Fig. 7. G-SIFs vs. (a) the Young modulus EL of the com
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num–CFRP joint (having the most stiff composite adherent).
Also, it is important to observe that for a ﬁxed joint, the b1,A(u)
curve intersects the b1,B(u) and b2,B(u) curves (see Fig. 6a and b);
consequently, by varying the taper angle the most stressed zone
(failure zone) can pass from the attach point of the metallic
adherent (point A) to the attach point of composite adherent
(point B).
3.2. Inﬂuence of the elastic modulus of the adherents
In order to evaluate the inﬂuence of the mismatch of the elastic
modules of the adherents on the G-SIFs [27–30], numerical simu-
lations have been performed by varying the elastic properties of
the adherents that constitute various co-cured joints with
ti/te = 3, l/ti = 5 and u = 90.
From Fig. 7a it is possible to observe that near the attach point
of the composite adherent (point A), the value of b1,A increases with
the longitudinal elastic modulus of the composite adherent. Near
the attach point of the metallic adherent (point B), instead, b1,B de-
creases, whereas b2,B takes a non-monotone trend; in more detail,
b2,Bis null for steel–GFRP and steel–AFRP that exhibits a single sin-
gularity (only b1,B is non-null).
The variations of b1,B can be better seen in Fig. 7b that shows the
non-dimensional G-SIFs versus the elastic modulus of the metallic
adherent. It is seen that b1,B increases signiﬁcantly with the elastic
modulus of the metallic adherent, whereas both b1,A and b2,B exhi-
bit a decreasing trend except b2,B for steel–CFRP joints.b
posite and (b) the Young modulus of the metal.
od for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
Fig. 8. G-SIFs vs. l/ti ratio for the aluminum–CFRP joint having ti/te = 3.5.
6 A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxxFinally, it is important to observe that for the point B, the dom-
inant non-dimensional G-SIF changes from b2,B to b1,B when Emetal
increases; therefore, for low values of Emetal(e.g. Emetal 6 Ealuminum)
it is possible to neglect b1B with respect to b2B. On the contrary,
for high values of Emetal(e.g. EmetalP Etitanium), it is possible to ne-
glect b2B with respect to b1B.3.3. Inﬂuence of the ratio l/ti
In order to evaluate the inﬂuence of the characteristic l/ti ratio
between the overlap length and the internal adherent thickness,
on the G-SIFs, numerical simulations of aluminum–CFRP joints
(with ti/te = 3.5) have been performed by varying the l/ti ratio in a
wide range.
Fig. 8 shows the curves of the non-dimensional G-SIFs relative
to the points A and B versus the non-dimensional parameter l/ti.
From the analysis of such results it is seen that b1,A decreases when
the parameter l/ti increases and tends to become constant for
l/ti > 6. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for bi,B (i = 1, 2)
as well as for joints with different coupled materials. Consequently,
it is possible to state that for elastic materials all the G-SIFs de-
crease when l/ti increases until the value of about 6; above this va-
lue a further increasing of the overlap length does not lead to a
further decreasing of the G-SIFs. Such results agree well with the
independent experimental evidence [27–30] that has shown how
the mechanical strength of an adhesively bonded joint increases
with the overlap until a ﬁxed value (l/ti)⁄, then it tends to become
constant for l/ti > (l/ti)⁄a
Fig. 9. G-SIFs of the aluminum–AFRP joint vs. ti/te, represented b
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b1,Al/ti, u does not depend to l/ti, but it depends only to the taper
angle u. In detail, in this range it takes the following simple
expression, obtained by ﬁtting the numerical results:
b1;AðuÞ ¼ b1;Að90Þ  ð2u=90Þ for l=ti > 6 ð9Þ
Although Eq. (9) has been obtained for aluminum–CFRP joints, it
can be applied also to the other examined joints. Obviously, Eq.
(9) can be advantageously used at the design stage to compute
the effects of the actual taper angle on the corresponding non-
dimensional SIF and, therefore, on the ultimate load (inversely pro-
portional to the SIF).
3.4. Inﬂuence of the adherents thickness
In order to study the inﬂuence of the adherents thickness on the
G-SIFs of a co-cured double lap joint [27–30,32], numerical simula-
tions have been performed by varying the ratio ti/te for joints with
l/ti = 5 and various values of u. Fig. 9a shows the b1,A, b1,B and b2,B
curves for an aluminum–AFRP joint with various values of the ta-
per angle, versus the ratio ti/te. It is seen how b1,A decreases when
ti/te increases, whereas b1,B and b2,B increase with ti/te although
with very low variations. Also, it is possible to see that, if such
curves are depicted in logarithmic coordinates (see Fig. 9b), then
they became linear, with the same slope. In other words, for any
u value, it is possible to write that Ln(bi,j) = ai,j + bi,j Ln(ti/te), i.e.:
bi;jðti=teÞ ¼ bi;jð1Þ  ½ti=tebi;j ð10aÞ
For the considered aluminum–AFRP joints b1,A  0.9, b1,B  b2,B -
 0.10; such a formula is in general a useful tool for the designer;
as an example it permits to compute quickly the SIFs when the
thickness of one of the or both the adherents is properly varied near
the overlap zone to increase the static strength of the joint. Qualita-
tively similar results have been obtained for different coupled
materials.
Finally, from Fig. 9 it is important to observe how the curves of
b1,A intersect those relative to b1,B and b2,B, so that it is possible to
state that when ti/te increases, the most stressed zone can pass
from the attach point of the metallic adherent (point A) to the at-
tach point of the composite adherent (point B).
4. The proposed design method based on the G-SIFs
As above observed, for a generic double lap tapered joint, the
stress singularity varies with the taper angle u and, for a ﬁxed va-
lue of u, it is different for the two attach points of the adherentsb
y (a) linear coordinates and (b) by logarithmic coordinates.
od for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxx 7(points A and B). Also, in general near the attach point of the metal-
lic adherent (point A) the stress singularity is governed by a unique
singular term, whereas near the attach point of the composite
adherent (point B) the stress singularity is described by two singu-
lar terms. Also, different singularity orders correspond to each sin-
gular term.
Therefore, unlike LEFM in which for any crack opening mode
the corresponding strength criterion involves a unique SIF, for a
generic hybrid double lap joint with adherents made also by aniso-
tropic materials, a strength criterion based on the G-SIFs has to
take into account the actual singularity orders that depend on
the coupled materials and the taper angle. Also, for a ﬁxed taper
angle u of the composite adherents, and for a given couple of
materials, the strength criterion must be applied separately to
the two singular points A and B. Moreover, at the point B the
strength criterion should involve both G-SIFs, by using an equiva-
lent SIF beq,B that, as an example, can be deﬁned by the function
beq;B ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b21;B þ b22;B
q
, widely proposed in literature for isotropic
materials [33].
In order to detect the inﬂuence of each GSIF on the beq,B deﬁned
by such a function, Fig. 10 shows the curves of bB,eq, b1,B and b2,B
versus ti/te for a double lap aluminum–GFRP co-cured joint. It is
seen how b2,B is always higher than b1,B and the inﬂuence of b1,B
can be neglected being the relative error D% = 100(b2,B  beq,B)/beq,B
always less than 8% (less than 5% in the usual condition in which ti/
teP 2, see also Fig. 10). Similar results are obtained for the other
coupled materials considered in the present study. Therefore, it is
possible to state that for a generic hybrid double lap joint a
strength criterion based on G-SIFs is in practice represented by a
double strength condition as:
K1;A 6 K1;Ac ð11aÞ
K2;B 6 K2;Bc ð11bÞ
where K1,Ac and K2,Bc are the so called critical SIFs relative to the
points A and B respectively.
From conditions (11a,b), it is possible to evaluate the ultimate
loads that corresponds to the joint failure with adhesive failure
propagating from the point A or B. In practice, by assuming
w = ti, for incipient failure that starts from the point A, Eq. (8)
becomes:
K1;Ac ¼ b1;Arutx1;Ai ð12aÞ
whereas for incipient failure starting from the point B, it becomes:
K2;Bc ¼ b2;Brutx2;Bi ð12bÞa
Fig. 10. G-SIFs near point B, vs. ti/te for the do
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joint, achieved by dividing the failure load obtained experimentally,
by the transversal section of the internal adherent. It is important to
note that the evaluation of the critical SIFs performed by using Eqs.
(12a,b) allows the user to take into account all the parameters that
inﬂuence the actual bonding realized (roughness of the metal
adherent surface, metal surface treatments, temperature and pres-
sure of curing, environmental conditions, etc.).
Afterx1,A andx2,B are evaluated by the theoretical analysis (Eq.
(3)), b1,A and b2,B are computed by numerical simulations or exper-
imental analysis, as well as ru is obtained from failure tests per-
formed by using specimens similar to the examined joint (same
conﬁguration, materials and taper angle), then Eqs. (12a,b) permit
in general the characterization of the joint by the evaluation of the
corresponding critical SIF K1,Ac (adhesive failure starting from
point A) or K2,Bc (adhesive failure starting from point B).
Also, at the design stage Eqs. (12) allows the user to compute
the two speciﬁc (per unit width) ultimate loads Lu,j (j = A, B) of
the examined joint by multiplying the ultimate stress by the inter-
nal adherent thickness; from Eqs. (12) it follows that:
Lu;A ¼ ruti ¼ K1;Acb1;A
 tð1þx1;AÞi ð13aÞ
Lu;B ¼ ruti ¼ K2;Bcb2;B
 tð1þx2;BÞi ð13bÞ
Obviously, in terms of speciﬁc applied load Lapplied, the strength con-
dition of the proposed method based on the G-SIFs is represented
by the simple condition:
Lapplied 6 minðLu;A; Lu;BÞ ð14Þ5. Experimental analysis
In order to assess the theoretical and numerical results reported
in the previous sections, as well as to test the proposed design
method based on G-SIFs, various double lap aluminum-composite
joints, have been subjected to experimental tests (Fig. 11). In detail,
aluminum–GFRP and aluminum–CFRP joints have been tested in
accordance with the ASTM D3528 standard [36].
All the examined joints have width of 25 mm, taper angle u = 0,
internal metallic adherent thickness ti = 3 mm, whereas the differ-
ent composite adherent thicknesses correspond to ti/te = 0.92, 1.33,
2.4, 4 and 6 for the aluminum–GFRP joint, ti/te = 0.63, 0.8, 1.09, 2
and 3 for the aluminum–CFRP joint.
In particular, the metallic adherent has been realized by alumi-
num type 2024, whereas the composite adherent has been realizedb
uble lap aluminum–GFRP co-cured joint.
od for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
Fig. 11. Geometry of double lap aluminum-composite co-cured joints used in the experimental tests.
Table 2
Elastic and geometrical properties of the adherents of the joints analyzed
experimentally.
Material Thickness (mm) Layers
number
EL, ET, GLT
(GPa)
mLT
Aluminum 3.00 1 72.0 0.29
GFRP 0.50, 0.75, 1.25, 2.25,
3.25
2, 3, 5, 9, 13 32.9, 6, 2.1 0.30
CFRP 1.00, 1.50, 2.75, 3.75,
4.75
2, 3, 7, 9, 12 155.5, 6, 2.1 0.30
Fig. 12. Experimental analysis: image of double lap (a) aluminum–GFRP and (b)
aluminum–CFRP joints.
8 A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxxby hand lay-up and unidirectional glass ﬁber type E (320 g/m2) for
aluminum–GFRP joints, unidirectional carbon ﬁber type HM
(400 g/m2) for the aluminum–CFRP joints. In more detail, the GFRP
unidirectional composite laminate is constituted by laminas hav-
ing thickness of 0.25 mm, the CFRP laminate is constituted instead
by laminas having thickness of about 0.4–0.5 mm.
Tables 1 and 2 show the elastic characteristics of the adherents,
obtained by speciﬁc experimental tests carried out in accordance
with the relative ASTM standards.
For each joint conﬁguration, the tensile failure tests have been
performed on four specimens (Fig. 12). From such tests it has beenA
B
Aa b
Fig. 13. Images of the typical failure surfaces for failure
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always an adhesive failure that propagates from the attach point of
the metallic adherent (point A, see Fig. 13a); on the contrary, for
high ti/te values the adhesive failure propagates from the attach
point of the composite adherent (point B, see Fig. 13b,c). Such a re-
sult is in a good agreement with the classical theory of bonded
joint which predicts that the failure starts always from the attach
point of the less stiff adherent [10].
Moreover, Fig. 14a shows the ultimate loads observed experi-
mentally for the ﬁve aluminum–GFRP specimens having different
ti/te ratio. It is possible to observe that the maximum ultimate load
corresponds to ti/te  2.5. In particular, for low ti/te values the fail-
ure starts always from point A and the ultimate load increases
monotonically with ti/te, whereas for a ti/te ratio higher than about
2.5, failure starts always from the point B and the ultimate load de-
creases slightly with ti/te.
Also, by using the ultimate load of the aluminum–GFRP joints
having ti/te = 0.92 (failure starting from point A with ru = 29.7 MPa)
and ti/te = 6 (failure starting from the point B with ru = 71.8 MPa),
for these joints Eq. (12a,b) provide K1,Ac = 20.1 MPa mm0.285 and
K2,Bc = 12.3 MPa mm0.36, respectively.
In order to compare the experimental results with those ob-
tained theoretically, Fig. 14b shows the curves of the ultimate load
Lu,j(j = A, B) evaluated by the proposed method, i.e. by Eqs. (13a,b),
for failure that propagates from the point A (Lu,A) and from point B
(Lu,B). Obviously the area under the envelope of such last two
curves corresponds to the strength domain described by Eq. (14).
It is seen a very good accordance between the experimental results
and the strength predictions provided by the proposed method.
Also, the curves of the non-dimensional SIFs b1,A and b2,B (domi-
nant SIF), represented in Fig. 14b, conﬁrm that at the point A the
singular stress ﬁeld increases with ti/te whereas the contrary occurs
at the point B; consequently, for the two singular points the corre-
sponding ultimate loads have opposite trend versus ti/te. In partic-
ular, the Lu,A curve intersect the Lu,B curve at the PL point (absolute
maximum static strength) whose abscissa ti/te is related to the par-
ticular coupled materials (ti/te  2.5 for aluminum–GFRP).
Similarly, by using the ultimate load of the aluminum–CFRP
joints having ti/te = 0.63 (failure at the point A with ru = 20.0 MPa)
and ti/te = 3 (failure at the point B with ru = 33.33 MPa), for theseB
B
B
c
propagating (a) from point A and (b,c) from point B.
od for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
a b
Fig. 14. Ultimate load vs. ti/te for aluminum–GFRP; (a) experimental results and (b) predictions provided by the proposed method.
a b
Fig. 15. Comparison between the ultimate load obtained experimentally and that predicted by the proposed method for (a) aluminum–GFRP and (b) aluminum–CFRP joints.
A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxx 9joints Eqs. (12a,b) provide K1,Ac = 21.2 MPa mm0.321 and K2,Bc =
2.7 MPa mm0.279 respectively. By using these values Eqs. (13) pro-
vides the corresponding Lu,j(j = A, B) curves.
Fig. 15 shows the good accordance between the experimental
results and those provided by the proposed method for the alumi-
num–GFRP (Fig. 15a) and the aluminum–CFRP joints (Fig. 15b)
examined.Fig. 16. Comparison between the ultimate loads obtained experimentally for
aluminum–GFRP and aluminum–CFRP joints.5.1. Comparison of the results relative to the different joints examined
In order to compare the static strength of the joints Al–GFRP
and Al–CFRP examined experimentally, in Fig. 16 the mean ulti-
mate values versus ti/te, are reported. It is seen that in practice
for ti/te > 1 Al–GFRP joint have a static strength always higher than
that of the Al–CFRP joints.
Also, in accordance with the theoretical predictions it is ob-
served that the abscissa ti/te of the intersect point PL increases with
the mismatch of the elastic characteristics (Ei/Ee ratio) of the cou-
pled adherents.
In particular, it is observed that by passing from an aluminum–
CFRP joint having Ei/Ee = 0.45, to an aluminum–GFRP joint having
Ei/Ee = 2.1, the static strength is comparable for ti/te 6 1, whereas
it redoubles for ti/teP 2.
Also, it is possible to observe that for such hybrid metallic-
composite joints the increase of the thickness of the compositePlease cite this article in press as: Russo A, Zuccarello B. Toward a design meth
Part B (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2012.08.024laminates in the overlap zone (as it is often performed in vari-
ous practical applications, especially in the nautical ﬁeld) leads
to a little increase of the static strength of the joint only if the
ﬁnal value of ti/te is not less than the abscissa of the correspondingod for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
Fig. 17. Image of the typical failure of the aluminum–CFRP co-cured joint not inﬂuenced by the singular stress state.
Table 3
Results of the static failure tests for the aluminum–CFRP joint having te = 0.45 mm.
Lu (kN) b (mm) l (mm) ti (mm) te (mm) ru (MPa) ru,CFRP (MPa)
17.7 ± 5% 25 30 3 0.45 236 ± 5% 787 ± 5%
Fig. 18. Singular stress state near point B of the aluminum–CFRP joint: extension of
the SDZ for ti/te = 6 and 3 mm.
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otherwise such a practice leads to a signiﬁcant decrease of the
static strength and it has to be avoided; therefore in this last
condition, for increasing the joint strength, it is better to increase
the thickness ti of the internal metallic adherents in the overlap
zone.
Finally, from the analysis of the experimental results it is possi-
ble to state that for a generic hybrid metal-composite joint the va-
lue of the geometrical characteristic ratio ti/te which corresponds
to the maximum ultimate load moves from ti/te  2.5 to ti/te  1
by passing from GFRP to CFPR external adherents, i.e. from low
modulus to high modulus composites. Intermediate values are
obtained for joint with AFRP (kevlar, etc.) external adherents.5.2. Limitations of the proposed method
Like in LEFM, the effectiveness of the proposed method, based
on the G-SIFs, is related to a sufﬁcient extension of the SDZ. In fact,
if the extension of the SDZ is too small, then near the singular
points, the unavoidable local plasticity phenomena make null the
effects of the singularity which is not any more the parameter that
governs the strength of the joints [37–43]. As an example, this con-
dition happens for joints having external composite adherents
with very small thickness, i.e. for joints with high ti/te values, as
in the case of the examined double lap aluminum–CFRP joint hav-
ing external composite adherents with te = 0.45 mm (ti/te > 6); for
this joint it has been observed how the failure corresponds to the
tensile failure of the CFRP adherents instead of the adhesive failure,
although the ultimate load Lu,B predicted by the proposed method
(about 5000 N) is smaller than tensile failure load of the CFRP
adherents. Fig. 17 shows the typical failure of this joint that starts
at the middle section of the composite adherent (where there are
not shear stresses) and takes place for tensile stress very close
the ultimate stress of the CFRP laminate that constitutes the exter-
nal adherents. In detail, as it is reported in Table 3, the actual ulti-
mate load of the joint is Lu = 17.7 kN that is very close to the
ultimate load of the CFRP adherents Lu,CFRP = 2  ru,CFRP  b  te =
2  800MPa  25 mm  0.45 mm = 18.0 kN, that is less than the
ultimate load of the internal adherent Lu,aluminum = ru,aluminum  bti
= 260MPa  25 mm  3 mm = 19.5 kN. Such a result is in accordance
with those reported in literature by various authors. As an exam-
ple, qualitative study on the extension of the SDZ for bi-material
joints have been performed in the last years by Akisanya and Fleck
[42], as well as by Liu and Fleck [43] and also by Bogy [44] and
Reedy Jr. [45]; by comparing the stress distributions obtained
numerically and those obtained theoretically they estimate also
the extension of the plastic zone for several load conditions.
For a better understanding of the above exposed phenomenon,
numerical simulations of aluminum–CFRP joints have been carriedPlease cite this article in press as: Russo A, Zuccarello B. Toward a design meth
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versus the CFRP adherent thickness. The results obtained from
such analyses are depicted in a bi-logarithm scale in Fig. 18, along
with the results obtained theoretically by Eq. (6), that refers to the
point B (remember that for Al–CFRP joint having ti/te > 1 the pro-
posed method predicts an adhesive failure starting from point B).
It is seen how for ti/te = 3 the stress curve obtained by FEM coin-
cides with the theoretical one until a distance of about 0.4 mm that
therefore can be assumed as the typical extension of the SDZ; on
the contrary, for ti/te = 6 the extension of the SDZ have a high
reduction with values of about 0.06 mm. Therefore, in accordance
with the experimental results, it is possible to state that for hybrid
double lap joints having ti/teP 6 the extension of the SDZ becomes
very small and the effects of the stress singularity are nulliﬁed
from the unavoidable local plasticity phenomena. Such consider-
ations and limitations conﬁrm the validity of the proposed ap-
proach based on G-SIFs for the strength predictions of hybrid co-
cured joints.
6. Conclusions
In this work, hybrid double lap metal-composite co-cured joints
have been studied theoretically, numerically and experimentally,
by considering various materials for composite adherents (lami-
nates reinforced with glass, aramid and carbon ﬁbers) and metallic
adherents (steel, aluminum and titanium). Such a materials selec-
tion permits in practice to cover all the range in which fall the
joints used in the modern industrial production.
By means of the theoretical stress analysis performed by using
the Lekhnitskii theory, the singularity orders of the singular stress
ﬁeld near the points where the joint interface intersects the free
edge, have been computed by varying the main inﬂuence parame-
ters. Successively, the G-SIFs have been evaluated by numerical
simulations performed by means of the BEM.
From this systematic study it has been observed that the main
characteristic parameters of the joint, as the taper angle of the free
edge of the composite adherent, the elastic properties of theod for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxx 11coupled materials, the geometrical ratio between the overlap
length and the internal adherent thickness as well as the ratio be-
tween the thicknesses of the external adherent and the internal
adherent, inﬂuence signiﬁcantly the singular stress ﬁelds in the
joint; also, their variations can lead to the transition of the most
stressed zone from the attach point of the metallic adherent to
the attach point of the composite adherent, with consequent sig-
niﬁcant variations of the static strength.
In detail, it has been observed that the static strength of a
metal-composite co-cured joint increases not only with the taper
angle of the composite adherent and the ratio between the overlap
length and the internal metal adherent (up to l/ti  6) but also with
the stiffness of the metallic adherent. On the contrary, it decreases
with the longitudinal stiffness of the composite adherents. In de-
tail, near the tapered edge of the external composite adherents
the GSIF is related to the taper angle by a simple linear relation-
ship, whereas the relationship with the ratio between the thick-
ness of the internal adherent and that of the external adherents
(ti/te) is represented by a simple exponential function. This last
parameter in general inﬂuences signiﬁcantly the static strength
of the joint, since limited variations of it can lead to signiﬁcant
variations of the ultimate load. Also, when ti/te increases the point
in which the typical adhesive failure starts, passes from the attach
point of the composite adherent to the attach point of the metallic
adherent.
The systematic analysis of such results have permitted to imple-
ment a new design method based on the G-SIFs, that allows the
user the prediction of the static strength of the hybrid double lap
co-cured joints.
Synthetically, by involving the singularity orders as well as the
dominant non-dimensional SIFs of each singular point, the pro-
posed method allows the user to compare the actual applied load
with the critical SIFs determined experimentally by using a simple
specimen; in such a way it permits to take into account all the
manufacture parameters (as roughness and surface treatments,
curing conditions, etc.) that, as it is well known, inﬂuence signiﬁ-
cantly the mechanical behavior of a bonded joint. Also, for any joint
conﬁguration it allows the user to determine the optimal adherent
thickness ratio which corresponds to the absolute maximum load;
consequently, it gives to the designer the correct indications about
the most convenient modiﬁcations of the thickness of the adher-
ents near the overlap zone, to optimize the static strength. In order
to assess both theoretical and numerical results in terms of G-SIFs,
as well as to test the accuracy of the proposed method, systematic
static failure tests on aluminum–GFRP and aluminum–CFRP co-
cured joints, have been carried out by varying the ratio between
the thickness of the coupled adherents.
The results obtained have conﬁrmed the accuracy of the
theoretical and numerical analyses performed in this work as well
as the reliability and the limitations of the proposed design method
based on the G-SIFs. Like LEFM the main limitation of the proposed
method is related to the extension of the SDZ: if it is too small,
then unavoidable local plasticity nulliﬁes the effects of the stress
singularity and, consequently, the joint failure is related to other
damage mechanisms. For the examined hybrid joints such a condi-
tion occurs only when the external composite adherents thickness
te is very small, i.e. when ti/te is very high (in general ti/te > 6), and
the joint failure follows the tensile failure of the composite
adherents.Appendix A
The theoretical analysis exposed in chapter 2 is based on the
complex potentials, i.e. on the three complex functions U1,i(z1i),
U2,i(z2i) and U3,i(z3i), deﬁned as:Please cite this article in press as: Russo A, Zuccarello B. Toward a design meth
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1i
U2;iðz2iÞ ¼ b1izk2i þ b2iz
k
2i
U3;iðz3iÞ ¼ c1izk3i þ c2iz
k
3i i ¼ 1;2
ðA:1Þ
In (A.1) the subscript i refers to the material considered, aji, bji and cji
(i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, 3) are the unknown coefﬁcients, whereas zki
(k = 1, 2, 3) are the complex variables related to the x and y coordi-
nates by means of the following relationship:
zki ¼ xþ lkiy ðk ¼ 1;2;3Þ ðA:2Þ
In Eq. (A.2), the terms lki (k = 1, 2, 3) are the solutions of the char-
acteristic equation associated to the differential equation that de-
scribes the examined elastic problem [16–19]:
l4ðlkiÞ  l2ðlkiÞ  l23ðlkiÞ ¼ 0 ðA:3Þ
In Eq. (A.3) the functions l2(lki), l3(lki) and l4(lki) are expressed by
the following relationships:
l2ðlkiÞ ¼ b55l2ki  2b45lki þ b44
l3ðlkiÞ ¼ b15l3ki  ðb14 þ b56Þl2ki þ ðb25 þ b46Þlki  b24
l4ðlkiÞ ¼ b11l4ki  2b16l3ki þ ð2b12 þ b66Þl2ki  2b26lki þ b22
ðA:4Þ
The blm (l = 1–6 and m = 1–6) constants that appear into Eqs. (A.4)
are related to the terms Alm (l = 1–6 and m = 1–6) of the compliance
matrix A of the materials involved in the stress–strain relationship:
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i
i ¼ 1;2
ðA:5Þ
In detail, the constants are related to the matrix elements by the
relationship:
ðblmÞi ¼ Alm 
Al3  Am3
A33
 
i
ðl;m ¼ 1;2; . . . ;6Þ ði ¼ 1;2Þ ðA:6Þ
Eq. (A.3) has in general six complex solutions that can be written by
using the following simple notations:
l1i ¼ a1 þ ib1; l2i ¼ a2 þ ib2; l3i ¼ a3 þ ib3
l1i ¼ a1  ib1; l2i ¼ a2  ib2; l3i ¼ a3  ib3

ðA:7Þ
Once the parameters lki and the functionsUji (j = 1, 2 and i = 1, 2, 3)
are evaluated, then the stress components rx,i, ry,i and sxy,i are de-
scribed by the relationships:
rx;i ¼ 2  Re½l21;i U01;iðz1;iÞ þ l22;i U02;iðz2;iÞ þ l23;i  n3;i U03;iðz3;iÞ
ry;i ¼ 2  Re½U01;iðz1;iÞ þU02;iðz2;iÞ þ n3;i U03;iðz3;iÞ
sxy;i ¼ 2  Re½l1;i U01;iðz1;iÞ þ l2;i U02;iðz2;iÞ þ l3;i  n3;i U03;iðz3;iÞ
8><
>: i ¼ 1;2
ðA:8Þ
The displacement components ui, vi and wi are instead given from:
ui ¼ 2  Re
X3
k¼1
pk;i Uk;iðzk;iÞ
" #
v i ¼ 2  Re
X3
k¼1
qk;i Uk;iðzk;iÞ
" #
wi ¼ 2  Re
X3
k¼1
rk;i Uk;iðzk;iÞ
" #
8>>>>>><
>>>>>:
ði ¼ 1;2Þ ðA:9Þ
Finally, the functions pk,i, qk,i and rk,i (k = 1, 2) that appears into Eqs.
(A.9) are related to the constants (blm)i and lk,i by the relationships:od for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
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qk;i ¼ b12;ilk;i þ b22;ilk;i  b26;i þ nk;i b25;i 
b24;i
lk;i
 
rk;i ¼ b14;ilk;i þ b24;ilk;i  b46;i þ nk;i b45;i 
b44;i
lk;i
 
8>><
>>:
ði ¼ 1;2Þ
ðA:10aÞ
whereas for k = 3, it follows:
p3;i ¼ n3;i  ðb11;il23;i þ b12;i  b16;il3;iÞ þ b15;il3;i  b14;i
q3;i ¼ n3;i  b12;il3;i þ b22;il3;i  b26;i
 
þ b25;i  b24;il3;i
r3;i ¼ n3;i b14;il3;i þ b24;il3;i  b46;i
 
þ b45;i  b44;il3;i
8>>><
>>:
ði ¼ 1;2Þ
ðA:10bÞ
In Eqs. (A.10) the following relationships can be applied:
nk;i ¼ 
l3;iðlk;iÞ
l2;iðlk;iÞ
; n3;i ¼ 
l3;iðl3;iÞ
l4;iðl3;iÞ
ðk ¼ 1;2Þ ði ¼ 1;2Þ
ðA:11a;bÞ
To solve the elastic problem related to the co-cured joints, a cylin-
drical reference system (r,h,s) with reference axis lying on the inter-
face between the two coupled materials can be considered (as an
example see Fig. 1b for point A).
By substituting Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9) in the well known rotation
relationships for stresses and displacements, and by assuming a
plain strain state, it follows that:
r##;i ¼ 2  Re½g1ð#Þ U01ðz1Þ þ g2ð#Þ U02ðz2Þ þ g3ð#Þ  n3 U03ðz3Þi
sr#;i ¼ 2  Re½h1ð#Þ U01ðz1Þ þ h2ð#Þ U02ðz2Þ þ h3ð#Þ  n3 U03ðz3Þi
s#s;i ¼ 2  Re½j1ð#Þ  n1 U01ðz1Þ þ j2ð#Þ  n2 U02ðz2Þ þ j3ð#Þ U03ðz3Þi
8>><
>>: ði ¼ 1;2Þ
ðA:12Þ
ur;i ¼ 2  Re
X3
k¼1
ðekð#Þ UkðzkÞÞ
" #
i
u#;i ¼ 2  Re
X3
k¼1
ðfkð#Þ UkðzkÞÞ
" #
i
us;i ¼ 2  Re
X3
k¼1
ðrkUkðzkÞÞ
" #
i
8>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ði ¼ 1;2Þ ðA:13Þ
being:
zk;i ¼ rðcos#þ lk;isin#Þ  rfijð#Þ
gk;ið#Þ ¼ sin2#  l2k;i þ cos2#þ 2  sin#  cos#  lk;i
hk;ið#Þ ¼ sin#  cos#  l2k;i þ sin#  cos#þ ðsin2#þ cos2#Þ  l2k;i
jk;ið#Þ ¼ sin#  lþk;icos#
ek;ið#Þ ¼ cos#  pk;i þ sin#  qk;i
fk;ið#Þ ¼ sin#  pk;i  cos#  qk;i
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ði ¼ 1;2Þ
ðA:14Þ
where the angular functions f vij ðhÞ and hvi ðhÞ of Eq. (1) are expressed
by the relationships (see Appendix B):
f vkj;ið#Þ ¼ fij;iða1;i; a2;i; b1;i; b2;i; c1;i;c2;i;x; #Þ
hvk;ið#Þ ¼ hi;iða1;i; a2;i; b1;i; b2;i; c1;i;c2;i;x; #Þ
8<
: ðk; j ¼ r; h; sÞ ði ¼ 1;2Þ
ðA:15Þ
Into Eqs. (A.15) the terms a1,i, a2,i, b1,i, b2,i, c1,i, c2,i are the un-
knowns relative to the two coupled materials. By imposing the
boundary conditions (outlined in Section 2) around point A
of Fig. 1a, the following set of 12 homogeneous equations is
obtained:Please cite this article in press as: Russo A, Zuccarello B. Toward a design meth
Part B (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compositesb.2012.08.024r##;1ðr;0Þ ¼ 0
sr#;1ðr;0Þ ¼ 0
s#s;1ðr;0Þ ¼ 0
r##;2ðr;uÞ ¼ 0
sr#;2ðr;uÞ ¼ 0
s#s;2ðr;uÞ ¼ 0
r##;1ðr;pÞ  r##;2ðr;pÞ ¼ 0
sr#;1ðr;pÞ  sr#;2ðr;pÞ ¼ 0
s#s;1ðr;pÞ  s#s;2ðr;pÞ ¼ 0
ur;1ðr;pÞ  ur;2ðr;pÞ ¼ 0
u#;1ðr;pÞ  u#;2ðr;pÞ ¼ 0
us;1ðr;pÞ  us;2ðr;pÞ ¼ 0
8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ðA:16Þ
Analogous set of boundary conditions can be written around point B
(see Fig. 1a); it is obtained by substituting the subscript 1 with the
subscript 2 and by imposing u = 90.
Finally, by substituting Eqs. (A.15) into Eqs. (1) and this last into
Eqs. (A.16), an homogeneous equation set involving the 12 un-
knowns a1,i, a2,i, b1,i, b2,i, c1,i, c2,i (i = 1, 2) as well as the unknown
singularity order is obtained (see Eq. (2)).
Appendix B
The elements mij (i, j = 1,2, . . . ,12) of the matrix [M(x)] are here
reported:
fm1jg ¼ fg11ð0Þfx111 ð0Þ; g11ð0Þfx111 ð0Þ; g21ð0Þfx121 ð0Þ; g21ð0Þfx121 ð0Þ;
g31ð0Þn31fx131 ð0Þ; g31ð0Þn31fx131 ð0Þ;0;0;0;0;0;0g
fm2jg ¼ fh11ð0Þfx111 ð0Þ; h11ð0Þfx111 ð0Þ; h21ð0Þfx121 ð0Þ; h21ð0Þfx121 ð0Þ;
h31ð0Þn31fx131 ð0Þ; h31ð0Þn31fx131 ð0Þ;0;0;0;0;0;0g
fm3jg ¼ fj11ð0Þfx111 ð0Þ;j11ð0Þfx111 ð0Þ; j21ð0Þfx121 ð0Þ;j21ð0Þfx121 ð0Þ;
j31ð0Þn31fx131 ð0Þ;j31ð0Þn31fx131 ð0Þ;0;0;0;0;0;0g
fm4jg ¼ f0;0;0;0;0;0; g12ð#Þfx112 ð#Þ; g12ð#Þfx112 ð#Þ; g22ð#Þfx122 ð#Þ;
g22ð#Þfx122 ð#Þ; g32ð#Þn32fx132 ð#Þ; g32ð#Þn32fx132 ð#Þg
fm5jg ¼ f0;0;0;0;0;0; h12ð#Þfx112 ð#Þ; h12ð#Þfx112 ð#Þ;h22ð#Þfx122 ð#Þ;
h22ð#Þfx122 ð#Þ;h32ð#Þn32fx132 ð#Þ; h32ð#Þn32fx132 ð#Þg
fm6jg ¼ f0;0;0;0;0;0; j12ð#Þfx112 ð#Þ;j12ð#Þfx112 ð#Þ; j22ð#Þfx122 ð#Þ;
j22ð#Þfx122 ð#Þ; j32ð#Þn32fx132 ð#Þ;j32ð#Þn32fx132 ð#Þg
fm7jg ¼ fg11ðpÞfx111 ðpÞ; g11ðpÞfx111 ðpÞ; g21ðpÞfx121 ðpÞ; g21ðpÞfx121 ðpÞ;
g31ðpÞn31fx131 ðpÞ; g31ðpÞn31fx131 ðpÞ;g12ðpÞfx112 ðpÞ;
 g12ðpÞfx112 ðpÞ;g22ðpÞfx122 ðpÞ;g22ðpÞfx122 ðpÞ;
 g32ðpÞn32fx132 ðpÞ;g32ðpÞn32fx132 ðpÞg
fm8jg ¼ fh11ðpÞfx111 ðpÞ; h11ðpÞfx111 ðpÞ;h21ðpÞfx121 ðpÞ; h21ðpÞfx121 ðpÞ;
h31ðpÞn31fx131 ðpÞ; h31ðpÞn31fx131 ðpÞ;h12ðpÞfx112 ðpÞ;
 h12ðpÞfx112 ðpÞ;h22ðpÞfx122 ðpÞ;h22ðpÞfx122 ðpÞ;
 h32ðpÞn32fx132 ðpÞ;h32ðpÞn32fx132 ðpÞg
fm9jg ¼ fj11ðpÞfx111 ðpÞ;j11ðpÞfx111 ðpÞ; j21ðpÞfx121 ðpÞ;j21ðpÞfx121 ðpÞ;
j31ðpÞn31fx131 ðpÞ;j31ðpÞn31fx131 ðpÞ;j12ðpÞfx112 ðpÞ;
j12ðpÞfx112 ðpÞ;j22ðpÞfx122 ðpÞ;j22ðpÞfx122 ðpÞ;
 j32ðpÞn32fx132 ðpÞ;j32ðpÞn32fx132 ðpÞgod for metal-composite co-cured joints based on the G-SIFs. Composites:
A. Russo, B. Zuccarello / Composites: Part B xxx (2012) xxx–xxx 13fm10jg ¼ fe11ðpÞfx11ðpÞ; e11ðpÞfx11ðpÞ; e21ðpÞfx21ðpÞ; e21ðpÞfx21ðpÞ;
e31ðpÞfx31ðpÞ; e31ðpÞfx31ðpÞ;e12ðpÞfx12ðpÞ;e12ðpÞfx12ðpÞ;
 e22ðpÞfx22ðpÞ;e22ðpÞfx22ðpÞ;e32ðpÞfx32ðpÞ;
 e32ðpÞfx32ðpÞg
fm11jg ¼ ff11ðpÞfx11ðpÞ;f 11ðpÞfx11ðpÞ; f21ðpÞfx21ðpÞ;f 21ðpÞfx21ðpÞ;
f31ðpÞfx31ðpÞ;f 31ðpÞfx31ðpÞ;f12ðpÞfx12ðpÞ;f 12ðpÞfx12ðpÞ;
 f22ðpÞfx22ðpÞ;f 22ðpÞfx22ðpÞ;f32ðpÞfx32ðpÞ;
 f 32ðpÞfx32ðpÞg
fm12jg ¼ fr11ðpÞfx11ðpÞ;r11ðpÞfx11ðpÞ; r21ðpÞfx21ðpÞ;r21ðpÞfx21ðpÞ;
r31ðpÞfx31ðpÞ;r31ðpÞfx31ðpÞ;r12ðpÞfx12ðpÞ;r12ðpÞfx12ðpÞ;
 r22ðpÞfx22ðpÞ;r22ðpÞfx22ðpÞ;r32ðpÞfx32ðpÞ;
 r32ðpÞfx32ðpÞgReferences
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